In this paper we study the real-time scheduling of time-sensitive full truckload pickup-and-delivery jobs. The problem involves the allocation of jobs to a fixed set of vehicles which might belong to different collaborating transportation agencies.
The idea of an auction-based allocation mechanism raises a problem: since jobs arrive in real-time, an optimal allocation can only be derived afterwards, i.e., when all jobs are known. This means that a certain allocation may become unfavorable when new jobs appear. To overcome this, the individual agents have to take into account future job arrivals in their current decision making. In the literature, several look-ahead policies have been proposed for shippers and vehicles. However, the interaction of intelligent behavior of vehicle agents and shipper agents has never been studied. This is the focus of the present paper.
For the look-ahead policies we use of the results of two earlier papers. In [4] two auction strategies for shipper agents are proposed, namely the use of reserve prices and decommitment penalties. In [5] pricing and scheduling strategies for vehicle agents are proposed where not only the direct costs of jobs are taken into account, but also the impact on future opportunities. The policies in both papers have been designed for individual players in spot markets whereas we now consider closed environments. The change of application area causes two difficulties. First, our objective differs: in the spot markets we focus on the revenues of a single player compared to those of its competitors whereas in closed environments we aim to minimize the system-wide costs. It might be the case that the individual policies are conflicting in the sense that the system-wide performance decreases. Second, learning might become more difficult: in the spot markets we consider one player which tries to learn the more or less constant behavior of all other players.
In closed environments all players might adapt to each other which might not converge to a stable behavior. In this paper we study these difficulties. The goal of this paper is to study the interrelation of the different individual strategies and to benchmark their performance to a centralized solution approach.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief overview of the relevant literature and state our contribution. In Section 3 we present our model of the transportation market. We present the various look-ahead policies in Section 4. We present the experimental settings and numerical results in Sections 5 and 6 respectively. We close with conclusions in Section 7.
Literature
In recent years, many papers on multi-agent systems for transportation problems have appeared. An early contribution is [6] , where a multi-agent architecture and decision structure for quite generic transport planning systems is presented and tested on the traditional vehicle routing problem with time-windows. In [7] a multi-agent system is presented for real-time vehicle routing problems with consolidation in a multi-company setting where cargo is assigned to vehicles using a Vickrey auction. A framework for the study of carriers' strategies in an auction marketplace for dynamic full truckload vehicle routing problems with time-windows can be found in [8] . A similar problem is considered in [9] where a comparison is made between the agent-based approach and centralized optimization methods. For a literature survey on multi-agent approaches in the area of transportation (and traffic) we refer to [2] .
Besides the tremendous increase in research on agent-based transportation scheduling, there is also an increasing number of software firms active in this area. For example, Magenta Technology provides a software tool called i-Scheduler that assists the human schedulers in scheduling cargo fleets, and Whitestein Technologies provides agent-based software solutions for logistics and production with their product named LS/ATN (Living System/Adaptive Transportation Network). For more information on these applications we refer to [10] .
A quite common approach in agent-based transportation planning is to represent the resources and/or tasks by goal-directed agents and to enable cooperation between the agents using an auction protocol. Here job agents may focus on on-time delivery against the lowest possible costs, and a resource agent may strive for utilization and/or profit maximization.
For the decision making capabilities of the resource/vehicle agents we may rely on solutions for the dynamic vehicle routing problem (DVRP). Here a number of vehicles have to satisfy transportation requests that arrive dynamically over time. This requires real-time replanning in order to include the new jobs in the vehicle schedules. Although many papers have been devoted to the dynamic vehicle routing problem, there are still some issues that have not been addressed yet [11] . Especially regarding look-ahead policies that incorporate the future consequences of certain decisions. Here we distinguish between two types of look-ahead policies: waiting strategies (i.e., where to wait and for how long) and scheduling strategies in anticipation of future job arrivals. Recent examples of waiting strategies can be found in [12, 13, 14] . Recent examples of look-ahead scheduling strategies can be found in [15, 16, 17] . In this paper we use a combination of look-ahead waiting and scheduling strategies as introduced in [5] .
For the decision making capabilities of the task/shipper agents our focus is on auction strategies. A commonly used auction protocol in multi-agent systems is the sequential Vickrey auction where jobs are allocated one-by-one. The difficulty with such a system is that subsequent jobs are dependent: serving one job is greatly affected by the opportunity to serve another job. To cope with the interdependencies among jobs, we may use reserve prices and/or decommitment penalties. As shown in [18] , the reserve price increases the expected revenue of the seller by preventing the object from being sold at a low price. For an extensive literature survey on this topic we refer to [19] . Decommitment penalties are introduced in [20] . Here an agent can decommit (for whatever reason) simply by paying a decommitment fee to the other agent. It is shown, through game-theoretic analysis, that the option to decommit increases the Pareto efficiency of contracts and can make contracts more beneficial for both parties. In [7] the decommitment concept is applied to a multi-agent transportation setting. They conclude that significant increases in profit can be achieved when the agents can decommit and postpone the transportation of a load to a more suitable time. In this paper we use a combined policy for the use of reserve prices and decommitment penalties as introduced in [4] .
The main contribution of this paper is to study the interaction between carriers and shippers, each using look-ahead profit maximizing strategies, which has not been studied before. We evaluate the impact of the individual look-ahead policies on the system-wide logistical costs. Here we focus on closed environments in the sense that we consider the allocation of transportation jobs to a fixed set of vehicles. Further, we evaluate the interrelation of the different policies; specifically, we evaluate whether the policies are complementary, i.e., if the joint effect of two policies is larger than the effects of the individual policies, or they counteract with each other. In addition, we provide a benchmark of the agent-based approach with a mixed-integer programming approach where the multi-vehicle pickup and delivery problem is solved to optimality (with respect to the system-wide logistical costs) at each new job arrival.
Model of the transportation market
Jobs to transport unit loads (full truckload) arrive one-by-one. These jobs are characterized by an origin i, a destination j, a latest pickup time e of the load at the origin, and a time a at which the job becomes known in the network a ≤ e. To introduce unbalanced transportation networks, i.e., a network in which some areas are more popular than others, we divide the network into disjoint regions a priori. We denote the set of regions by N .
Within the network, all jobs have to be transported by a fixed set of vehicles that might possibly belong to different collaborating transportation agencies. The overall goal is to minimize the system-wide costs. This global objective has to be achieved by individual agents with conflicting goals. Objective of the shipper agent is to minimize the costs for transportation given by the sum of all prices paid to the vehicles for transporting its loads. Objective of the vehicle agents is to maximize their profits given by the income from all transportation jobs minus the costs for doing these jobs.
We consider two cost components, namely the driving costs c d (t) as function of the travel time t and the penalty costs c p (t) in case of tardiness t with respect to the latest pickup time e. The time to transport a load from node i to node j is given by τ f ij (driving full). This includes travel time, and the handling time to load-and unload the job. The time to drive empty from location i to location j is given by τ e ij .
To model the transportation market we use a multi-agent system. We represent each player by an agent that acts as a decision maker. Here we restrict ourselves to vehicle agents and shipper agents. The shipper agents submit transportation jobs to the market according to some stochastic process. Vehicle agents bid on these jobs and maintain a schedule of the jobs they have won.
To match transportation jobs with vehicle capacity we use auctions. In this paper we choose for sequential reverse Vickrey auctions, i.e, for each job we use a single auction round in which the lowest bidder wins the auction at the price of the second-lowest bid.
The Vickrey auction has been widely used for multi-agent systems because (i) it requires a single bidding round and (ii) it forces bidders-under some mild conditions, see [21] to bid their true valuation of the object, thereby avoiding many bidding problems (e.g. speculation on profit margins For clarity of exposition, we make the following assumptions:
• There is only one shipper agent that receives and auctions all jobs.
• All jobs have to be transported eventually.
• The total transportation capacity is sufficient to handle all jobs in the long run.
• A job in process cannot be interrupted (no preemption); i.e., a vehicle may not temporarily drop a load in order to handle a more profitable job and return later on.
• The handling times and travel times are deterministic.
Auction and bidding strategies
A job is allocated to a vehicle whenever the shipper decides which vehicle agent will win the auction, if any. After the arrival of new jobs, it may appear that the job assignment is not optimal anymore, i.e., we have a misallocation. Especially when jobs are complementary (e.g. transportation jobs that can be served sequentially by the same vehicle)
or substitutable (e.g. transportation jobs that are available at the same time), a certain allocation may become unfavorable when new jobs appear. To improve the allocation of jobs, we take the sequential transportation procurement auction as given, and focus on strategies for the participants. We consider the following options: For delaying commitments, a shipper uses reserve prices in the auctions. When all bids are higher than the reserve price, the shipper rejects them and starts a new auction later on. This way, shippers avoid misallocations by postponing commitments for which they expect to make a better allocation in the future. So if the shipper has plenty of time to auction a certain job, it will not agree with a relatively high bid. When the time for dispatch comes nearer, the price it is willing to accept will rise. We call this a dynamic threshold policy.
The idea of breaking commitments is that the shipper allows a vehicle to decommit from an agreement against a certain penalty. These penalties are chosen such, that whenever a vehicle decommits a job, they cover the expected extra costs for finding a new vehicle. This way, potential misallocations can be corrected. After a vehicle has decommitted a job, the shipper re-auctions the job in order to find a new vehicle that is willing to do this job. We call this a decommitment policy. Note that such a policy is only reasonable in case of closed environments (private fleets or collaborative networks), because shippers operating in spot markets certainly would add a risk premium to the decommitment penalties.
In the third option, vehicle agents try to avoid misallocations by not only taking into account the direct impact of doing a certain job, but also its impact on the expected future revenue. This impact on future revenues is captured using the concept of opportunity costs. The opportunity costs are affected by job characteristics, such as the destination of the new job, but also by the order and timing of jobs in a schedule. These opportunity costs play a role in the bid pricing decisions of vehicles, but also in their scheduling decisions.
We implement the market-based multi-agent system as follows. When a job arrives at the shipper, it starts an auction by sending an announcement with job requirements to all vehicles. In return, each vehicle calculates a bid considering the marginal costs of doing this job and its impact on future opportunities (Section 4.1). Next, the shipper has to decide whether to accept the lowest bid (Section 4. and present some small modifications to adapt these policies to the closed environments.
Opportunity valuation policy
In this section we briefly describe the opportunity valuation policy as introduced in [5] .
Also, we present a minor modification to this policy to apply it to closed environments. To capture the impact of a schedule on future opportunities, we use an end-value V (i, t) which provides an indication of the attractiveness of a schedule destination i.
Specifically, V (i, t) gives the expected profit during a period t after arrival at schedule destination i. The end-values are calculated using Stochastic Dynamic Programming.
The information required consists of the job arrival patterns and the distribution of the lowest bid for various job characteristics. This information can be collected from the auctions. For more details on this we refer to [5] .
The end-values are used by the vehicle agents (i) to calculate a bid price for a new job, (ii) to choose an appropriate insertion position for a new job, and (iii) to support socalled pro-active move decisions, i.e, moving empty in anticipation of future job requests.
Below we elaborate on these decisions. 
The bid price of vehicle v, for inserting a new job ϕ in its current schedule Ψ v , is given by the direct costs of the cheapest insertion plus the opportunity costs
We denote the schedule Ψ m vϕ with the lowest costs by Ψ * vϕ . A vehicle agent updates its schedule when (i) an auction for a new job ϕ is won and (ii) the first loaded move in a schedule has been completed. In the first case, the vehicle agent replaces its current schedule Ψ v with Ψ * vϕ . In the second case, the vehicle agent has to decide upon its next move. Here we assume that if the vehicle schedule is not empty, it will drive immediately to the origin of the next job. Otherwise, the vehicle agent has to decide whether to stay or to move pro-actively to another node in anticipation of future demand. For a given node i, the decision to move to node δ will result in an empty move with travel time τ . The pro-active move decision is then given by the node δ that maximizes the revenue within the remaining planning horizon T − τ e iδ after arrival at node δ, minus the cost for this empty move
Note that more complicated decisions are involved when vehicles not always start the next job as early as possible, see [5] .
The opportunity valuation policy has originally been designed for spot markets where we are dealing with a large number of vehicles each applying their own policy. In closed environments, all vehicles include opportunity costs in their bid pricing and scheduling decisions. As a consequence, the performance of each individual player is influenced by (i) other vehicle agents charging opportunity costs and (ii) the shipper agent that employs reserve prices or allows decommitment of jobs. When all players use exactly the same endvalues the system might become unstable with ever increasing prices. To illustrate this, suppose all players update their end-values at the same time periodically. As mentioned earlier, the end-values describe the expected profit of a vehicle within a certain period depending on its schedule destination. The profit of a vehicle is given by the prices of the jobs it won minus the transportation and penalty costs for serving these jobs. Given the Vickrey auction, the price of a job is given by the second lowest bid which includes opportunity costs. Since the opportunity costs will typically (and at least on average) be greater then zero, the expected profits of the vehicles increases. Because profits increase, the end-values in the next period will also increase. Hence the opportunity costs vehicle charge in their bid prices also increases. As a result, the prices for jobs increase with each periodic update of the end-values.
To prevent the increase in bid prices, we slightly modify the opportunity valuation policy for the use in closed environments. The expected rewards are calculated similarly as before by taking the difference between the lowest and second lowest bid. However, because both bids include opportunity costs, we subtract the opportunity costs from the expected rewards.
Dynamic threshold policy
In this section we briefly describe the dynamic threshold policy as introduced in [4] . Also, we present a minor modification to this policy to apply it to closed environments.
By using the dynamic threshold policy, a shipper has the opportunity to auction a job multiple times. We assume that the time between subsequent auction rounds is fixed and equal to R. After each auction, the shipper agent has to decide whether to accept the lowest bid. This decision can be supported by a threshold value α (n, d, b) which is given by the expected price a shipper has to pay in the auction rounds n + 1, . . . , N , given that it rejects the current lowest bid b for a job with distance d. We added the current bid b in the state space, because sequential bids for the same jobs are correlated. For R relatively small, the vehicle schedules at the next auction round will not be that different and the same probably holds for the lowest bid.
The optimal policy is to accept the current bid b in auction round n for a job with distance d, only when this value b is below a threshold value α (n, d, b). To calculate the threshold values we introduce a probability density function P n,d (b) of the lowest bid b at auction round n for a job with distance d. Here we discretize the possible bid prices in K classes. We further introduce B n as the stochastic variable for the lowest bid at auction round n, q u being the probability that the lowest bid is updated between two auction rounds, and φ being the slope of the linear regression between pairs of lowest bids in subsequent auction rounds. We use this slope to include correlations in price deviations (difference between the expected lowest bid and realized lowest bid) in subsequent auctions rounds.
We calculate the threshold values backwards, starting from the last auction round N having a threshold value α N = ∞, i.e., in the last auction round we accept the lowest bid. As in [4] , the recursive relation for the threshold values is given by
To calculate the threshold values, the shipper has to learn the values of P n,d (b), q u , and φ. Learning is based on historical observations of the lowest bid, see [4] for details.
In closed environments, learning might become difficult because all players learn about each other. As a result, the system might not converge to a stable situation just like we saw with the opportunity valuation policy (see Section 4.1). To see whether the behavior of all players converges to some stable level, and if so, how long this takes, we introduce learning periods. In each learning period, players observe the behavior of all other players (through the auction outcomes), and update their policies at the end of each period.
Besides using multiple learning periods, we make one additional modification. Because we consider unbalanced networks where some regions are more popular than others, we have to include the origin region i and destination region j in the threshold values α ij (n, d, b). To calculate the threshold values, the shipper estimates the probability density function P n,d (b) using multiple linear regression. Hence, we also have to include the origin and destination region in the regression functions. We simply do this, by adding |N | − 1 indicator functions for both the origin and destination region.
Decommitment policy
In this section we briefly describe the decommitment policy as introduced in [4] . At the end of this section we present a minor modification to this policy to apply it to closed environments.
By using the decommitment policy, the shipper agent allows vehicles to decommit from an agreement (a job) against a predetermined time-dependent penalty. This penalty for a given job, as a function of the remaining time until the latest pickup time, is calculated by the shipper directly at the start of an auction for this job and is announced to the vehicles together with the other job characteristics. Whenever a vehicle decommits, (i) it will not receive the agreed price for the decommitted job, (ii) it has to pay the shipper the time-dependent decommitment penalty, and (iii) the shipper immediately starts a new auction for this job.
The decommitment penalty equals the expected extra costs for a shipper to find a new carrier (so we assume risk neutral shippers). The decommitment penalty is given by the expected lowest bid at the decommitment time t minus the expected lowest bid at the initial commitment time s4, D s,
However, when the shipper uses the decommitment policy in combination with the dynamic threshold policy, the decommitment penalties D s,t are given by the difference in threshold prices between the initial commitment time s and the decommitment time t. We modify threshold values by letting them depend on the remaining time t instead of on the auction round n. This is a minor modification which can be done rather easily, see [4] . The decommitment penalties are then given by:
To adjust the decommitment policy to closed environments we perform the same modifications as with the dynamic threshold policy, i.e., we include the origin and destination region in the threshold values and we use multiple learning periods.
Experimental settings
The goal of this simulation study is to evaluate the impact of combinations of shipper's and vehicles' look-ahead strategies on the system-wide logistical costs. To use the local look-ahead strategies, the agents have to learn the behavior of others. In this study, we want to distinguish the effects of learning from the interrelation of the policies themselves.
To do this, each simulation run consist of a learning phase where agents learn from their environment and a steady state phase where agents use the information gathered from the learning phase. During the learning phase, learning takes place periodically (i) by estimation of all required parameters using observations from the past period and (ii) by updating the policies in accordance with this. We set the length of a learning period to 10 days, which is sufficient to allow a reasonable amount of observations for various job characteristics. To study the interrelation of the policies, we only consider data from the steady state phase and regard the learning phase as a warm-up period.
We consider a transportation area where locations are distributed within a 100x100 km square area with Euclidian distances. To distinguish between more and less attractive locations, we divide the area into four equal-sized square regions. The regions are numbered consecutively per row, starting in the upper left corner and ending in the lower right corner. To adjust the transportation flow, we set for each region an origin probability, which is the probability that this region becomes the origin of a new job.
For a given job, we first draw an origin region using the given origin probabilities and next draw a destination region randomly from the remaining regions. Within a given origin/destination region, we draw an (x,y) coordinate randomly from the square area.
The different origin probabilities are shown in Table 1 . For the shipper agent, we decided not to consider the combination of DEC and RES
given it results in a relative minor improvement at the expense of a major increase in computation time, see [4] . Given the policies mentioned above, we end up with 2 × 3 = 6 possible agent-based control structures (combination of individual policies). We denote a control structure by A/B where A refers to the policy used by all the vehicle agents and B to the policy used by the shipper agent.
A problem with online planning is that we generally compare different heuristics without having any benchmark for the effectiveness in terms of total relevant costs. To have an indication of the quality of our multi-agent approach, we would like to have a reasonable lower bound for the minimum costs. One option is to perform central optimization afterwards when all jobs are known. This is the optimal solution, but we use more information than is available during online execution. Therefore, this lower bound is usually far off the performance of online heuristics; so this is not a realistic bound. The option we consider here is central re-optimization of the problem each time new information arrives. Although it is not guaranteed that we find the minimum costs in this way, it gives a reasonable estimate of the performance that could be achieved based on the information we actually have under central planning. Specifically, we consider a reoptimization policy where the offline multi-vehicle pickup and delivery problem is solved at each new job arrival. Obviously, this policy is not practical for (i) real-time planning purposes of problems of realistic size and (ii) situations in which we are dealing with multiple collaborative transportation agencies that want to maintain a certain level of autonomy. As a benchmark, we use a slightly modified version of the mixed-integer programming formulation given in [16] . In this formulation, the problem is modeled as an assignment problem with timing constraints. The assignment problem consists of finding a least-cost set of cycles describing the order in which each truck should serve the jobs.
We slightly modified the formulation in the sense that all jobs have to be carried out and have to be accepted immediately once they are known. We denote the benchmarking policy by BENCH.
The experimental factors are shown in Table 2 300, 400, 500, 600 Time between jobs (seconds) 700, 800, 900, 1000 As primary performance indicator we consider the average costs per job which consists of empty travel costs and penalty costs. The loaded travel costs are excluded because they do not depend on the decisions to be taken. In addition, we consider the relative savings of a certain policy which are defined as the relative difference in average costs of this policy compared to the average costs of the myopic policy. In mathematical form this would be relative savings = 100 × average costs of myopic policy − average costs of policy average costs of myopic policy .
For our simulations, we use a replication / deletion approach, see [23] , where each experiment consists of a number of replications (each with different seeds) and a warmup period. The warm-up period consists of a number of learning periods times the length of a learning period (10 days). The length of each simulation run, excluding the warmup period, is 100 days. For all experiments, we use 5 replications, which appear to be sufficient for a confidence level of 95% with a relative error of 5% with respect to the average costs per job.
Numerical results
First we present the results from the learning period (Section 6.1) after which we present the steady state performance of the various policies (Section 6.2).
Learning behavior
Here we evaluate the impact of the number of learning periods (1 till 9) on the average costs per job, see Figure 2 . Obviously, the policies MY/MY and BENCH do not require learning. The individual policies OV and DEC (policies MY/DEC, OV/MY, and OV/DEC) do not need many learning periods, i.e., one period seems to be enough. The major advantage of this is that they are suitable for nonstationary environments. For the individual policy RES (policies MY/RES and OV/RES) we see that it takes some time to come up with reasonable relative savings; with one learning period we even see that the average costs per job increase compared to the myopic policy MY/MY. For the remainder of this section we use a warm-up period consisting of 5 learning periods. From Figure 2 we see that this number is sufficient for most policies to converge to a relatively stable performance. 
Steady state comparison of policies
Here we evaluate the interrelation of the shipper's and vehicles' look-ahead strategies. We use the experimental factors as shown in Table 2 . All figures in this section display the costs of the agent-based policies relative to the performance of the myopic policy given in percentages. For the unbalanced network we also show performance data with respect to the absolute costs and some additional performance indicators. These data can be found in the Appendix. be an increasing probability that the policy will find a better set of vehicle schedules compared with the myopic policy (see Appendix, Table 4 for the unbalanced network).
We further see that the relative savings of MY/DEC and BENCH decrease with increasing time between jobs (decreasing number of jobs). The reason for this is the following. The advantage of MY/DEC and BENCH over the myopic policy is that they allow exchange of jobs between vehicle schedules (by means of swapping jobs or completely reassigning all jobs). However, with increasing time between jobs, the average schedule length of the vehicle will become shorter. So, there will be less to gain by exchanging jobs. The relative savings of MY/RES increase with increasing time between jobs since the probability of late delivery decreases, which is really an issue with this policy (see Appendix, Table 5 for the unbalanced network). Also, with increasing time between jobs, the probability of finding better vehicle schedules in future auction rounds (the principle behind MY/RES) will increase.
A final observation here is that the gap between the agent-based policies and our benchmark remains relatively large. We come back to this issue at the end of this section.
Next we consider the case of slightly unbalanced networks, see Next we consider the case of unbalanced networks. The results can be found in Figure 5 . By introducing more imbalance, it becomes even harder to deliver all jobs on time. Using a similar argumentation as given above, the relative savings of MY/DEC and BENCH in the unbalanced network become slightly higher and the relative savings of MY/RES slightly lower. However, the differences between the unbalanced and the slightly unbalanced case are smaller than the differences between the slightly unbalanced and balanced case. The reason for this is that within the unbalanced network, the majority of transport takes place within one region. This region can be regarded as balanced because the origin and destination coordinates are drawn randomly within this region.
We further see that the gap between the best agent-based policy and our benchmark becomes smaller; especially with increasing time between jobs. Again we see that from the local policies, the combination OV/DEC performs best in most cases. Only in the situation with relative low job arrival intensity (time between jobs of 1000), the policy OV/RES performs best.
Finally, we observe two peculiarities. First, the relative savings of our benchmark decrease with increasing time-window length. This makes sense since tight time-windows require smart planning. Second, the relative savings of the policy MY/RES increases with decreasing number of jobs (increasing time between jobs). The reason for these peculiarities is that the myopic policy also performs better with increasing time-window length or increasing time between jobs. Because the benchmarking policy always results in the highest service levels, and MY/RES always in lower service levels (see Appendix, Table 4 and 5), this benchmarking policy benefits the least and the policy MY/RES the most from an increase in time-window length or time between jobs. In addition, increasing time-window lengths also gives the opportunity to use more auction rounds for a job (the principle behind RES).
To summarize the results, we have seen that combinations of vehicle and shipper strategies always improve the performance compared to one of the individual policies. In almost all cases, the combination of the opportunity valuation policy and the decommitment policy (OV/DEC) works best. Only in settings with long time-windows or few jobs, the combination of the opportunity valuation policy and the dynamic threshold policy comes in favor. In almost all cases the relative savings of these policies lie between 10%
and 20%.
The results of the local policies seem promising, but there is still a gap with our benchmark. For example, in the unbalanced networks, the policy OV/DEC (the best combination of local policies) is only able to achieve, on average, 53% of the savings from our benchmark. There are two extenuating circumstances here. First, the problem under consideration is relative simple and clean in the sense that only one type of decision is involved (assigning jobs to certain positions in truck schedules) and only one type of uncertainty is involved (the job arrival process). In earlier work, see [9] , where we considered a problem involving many more decision types and also uncertainty in handling and travel times, we drew an opposite conclusion in favor of the local policies. Second, the benchmarking policy requires considerably more computation time compared to the local policies. For this reason we only considered relatively small problem instances. With more realistic problem sizes, the multi-agent approach would still be able to perform real-time whereas the central approach would require approximations or be replaced by heuristic procedures.
For our experiments we used the simulation software Plant Simulation 8.2 and an
Intel Pentium 4 processor at 3.4 GHz. To speed up the simulations, we programmed the dynamic threshold policy in Delphi 7 as a dynamic link library which we included in our simulation environment. We solved the mixed-integer programming formulation using CPLEX 11 with a time limit of 15 minutes. However, it appears that none of the instances reached this time limit. In Table 3 Table 3 : Average computation times per job under the default configuration in the unbalanced network
We see that the computation time for OV/DEC, the best agent-based policy, is relatively short. The computation times for the individual policies OV and DEC are short because some values are calculated offline during the warm-up period. For the policy OV, the end-values are calculated offline and for the policy DEC the function of the expected lowest bid is calculated offline. The policy RES requires more computation time because the shipper has to calculate the dynamic threshold recursion at each auction. An interesting result is that the required computation time of the policy OV/DEC increases almost linearly with the average number of times a job is decommitted. In all cases, this will be far less than the required computation time for the benchmarking policy. Keeping this in mind, an achievement of 53% of the savings from the benchmark can be regarded as impressive.
Conclusions
In this paper we studied the interaction between vehicle agents and shipper agents in a market-based multi-agent system for full truckload transportation. Shipper agents offer the transport jobs through sequential auctions. A set of vehicle agents compete with each other to serve these jobs. For the shipper agent we considered two auction strategies, namely a dynamic threshold policy and a decommitment policy. For the vehicle agents we considered opportunity valuation policies where not only the direct costs of jobs are taken into account, but also the impact on future opportunities. We used simulation to evaluate the benefits of the different strategies and to study their interrelation. Our main conclusions are the following:
• The combination of vehicle and shipper strategies performs better than the individual policies. On average we observe a reduction of 10-20% in the costs for tardiness and repositioning of the vehicles.
• The combination of the opportunity valuation policy and the decommitment policy works best in almost all cases and requires relatively limited computation time.
The combination of the opportunity valuation policy with the dynamic threshold policy comes in favor in settings with long time-windows or fewer jobs.
• The performance of the individual policies depends a lot on the network structure and job characteristics. The opportunity valuation policies of the vehicles benefit from the imbalance in the network where some regions are more popular than others. These policies are therefore especially suitable for unbalanced networks.
The dynamic threshold policy and decommitment policy of the shipper benefit from fluctuations in bid prices due to the possibilities of combining jobs. The decommitment policy is especially suitable for balanced networks. The dynamic threshold policy is especially suitable for settings with long time-windows or fewer jobs.
• There is still a gap between the agent-based policies and our benchmarking policy which reoptimizes the multi-vehicle pickup and delivery problem at each new job arrival. For example, in the unbalanced network, the control OV/DEC achieves on average 53% of the savings from our benchmark. However, the benchmarking policy might simply not always be applicable due to its computational complexity and because it ignores the autonomy of the different actors. To use the benchmarking policy, we only considered small problem instances in this paper; larger instances certainly would require approximations or other solution methodologies. Furthermore, the agent-based approach might come in favor with increasing uncertainty as shown in [9] .
The gap between the agent-based policies and our benchmark gives rise to further research. Specifically we focus on two issues. First, the improvement of the local policies by using approximate dynamic programming where we try to learn the value functions without using a detailed model of the environment's dynamics. Second, the integration of the concepts opportunity costs, threshold values, and decommitment penalties, in a mathematical programming approach on fleet level.
